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Reviews available to include on your flyer
 
      'This admirable book covers key historical and contemporary theories which underlie different approaches to Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC). The authors have devised an excellent format which locates approaches to practice in a clear theoretical framework and also invites practitioners to engage in critical reflection, to develop their own distinct practices. This is a much needed strategy in a field where practitioners have often lacked the critical edge which could put them in the driving seat of their own practice.



  
              


    
      



 


 
      This text offers an excellent range of insights into current issues of how learning is viewed within the early years, embracing multiple perspectives and of real interest to students and fellow lecturers alike.




  
          Mrs Sally Tazewell




              


    
      



 


 
      A good resource which gives the student necessary information to support learning




  
          Ms liz major




              


    
      



 


 
      Relevant information for today's practitioners




  
          Ms liz major




              


    
      



 


 
      A textbook which will provide invaluable for  the learners.  It offers a range of insightful perspectives around key thinkers and theorists and their influence on learning in the early years.




  
          Miss Nicola Jane dos Santos




              


    
      



 


 
      The key theories that have been focused on are a valuable introduction to Early childhood students and practitioners.




  
          Mrs Karen Fullman




              


    
      



 


 
      Very useful will recommend to team.




  
          Mrs Danae Copley




              


    
      



 


 
      The Theories and Approaches to Learning in the Early Years is an easily read and understood academic resource.  Students can match the theory to practice




  
          Mrs Helen Veronica McLaughlin




              


    
      



 


 
      Professionals working in the world of Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) are advised engage with this highly recommended text. Discussion points facilitate critical thinking and complex theories are presented in a very accessible and reader friendly way.




  
          Mrs Sharon Angeletta Colilles




              


    
      



 


 
      Links perfectly into module - Pedagogy in the Early Years




  
          Miss Emma Louise Clegg




              


    
      



 


 
      This was a really good text to engage with and I feel students will be able to read and elicit information easily.




  
          Miss Annette Trilk




              


    
      



 


 
      Highly recommended for EYS programmes which look at international comparisons of practice.




  
          Mr Mark Hainsworth




              


    
      



 


 
      This will be a useful addition to the reading list for my Pedagogy Module.
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      A useful text for considering international perspectives on critical issues related to early years education. Will adopt for a module on international curricula studies.




  
          Mrs Anna Colgan




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book that really explains the theory behind early years practice. My students have had to explore philisophical approaches and perspectives and this text book enables them to look further than just their own textbok. A great resource.




  
          Ms lisa oneill




              


    
      



 


 
      A great book for topic specific readings




  
          Mrs Vanessa Rawlings




              


    
      



 


 
      Brilliant informative book




  
          Miss S Drinkwater




              


    
      



 


 
      This book highlighted some of the key learning approaches that students discuss within the process of them completing there Foundation Degree. It is ideal for getting students to consider some of the more contemporary theories which are often not thought of due to it being current or recent practice. The discussion questions are really good for encouraging students to think about the theory in question.




  
          Miss Natalie Gibson




              


    
      



 


 
      I found the book very readable and the information very accessible for my students. The information is up to date and the "questions for discussion" very useful for starter activities to use in seminars




  
          Mrs Angela Hodgkins




              


    
      



 


 
      really informative book, gives the students details regarding the theories without it being too technical and confusing.




  
          Mrs Sarah Collyer
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